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Future Uses of the Sea?

Introduction

The Team

The shore and the sea, are areas for which Britain is well known. However, 
who owns the sea? What can an individual or community use the sea for 
other than visits and tourism? How does the sea, and its applications, 
look in the future? This report details the research, considerations, 
design, prototyping and testing around future uses of the sea. This work 
has been generated in response to a brief set by Goldsmiths University to 
challenge a public body. We chose the Crown Estate as a starting point for 
research. In order to fully understand the subject matter, available routes 
for design and potential communities and locations for engagement 
we began with researching the subject broadly collecting a variety of 
information. We compiled the information into a workbook for review and 
feedback; inspired ourselves from related projects and other designer’s 
work; designed and produced a number of prototypes and ran a small 
workshop designed to involve relevant stakeholders that we identified. 

This project aims to perform design research that employs strategies 
and work outputs that attempt to strike a balance between empirical 
and speculative fields of design and challenge the remit of our selected 
public body. This brief permits us to expand upon our understanding of 
research and design considerations, but also, practically improve and 
diversify our creative and crafting skills for the purposes of synthesising 
our design outcomes.

The 12 Miles Out to Sea Team was:
• Sifan Chen
• Tal Dowse
• Michael Mogensen
• Matt Smith

We collaborated on the project whilst also applying our individual skills 
to relevant aspects.
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Initial Research
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We researched the Crown Estate to understand its role in 
Britain, and in particular, its role in the public stewardship 
and ownership of the shore and near sea, as well as relevant 
legislation. We began to explore areas of the shore and sea 
that fall under the jurisdiction of the Crown Estate (within 
the 12 nautical miles of the British coast), looking for relevant 
sites and projects to carry out a site visit. We identified a 
number of related roles and responsibilities for the Crown 
Estate in managing the shore and near sea including renting 
for the purposes of what could be broadly described as sea 
farming, ranging from gathering seaweed, raising oysters to 
generating renewable energy. Furthermore, we discovered 
that a number of different rights are afforded to individuals 
for the growing of seafood and seaweed without a permit, 
so long as it is for personal use. This demonstrated a large 
variety of possible areas of research spanning topics such as 
public understanding of the Crown Estate, public stewardship/
ownership and new forms of energy generation.
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Positions shown relative to OSGB36.
This map is reproduced from the OS Map with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of
The Controller of HM Stationery Office.  © Crown Copyright.  Licence Number 100019722.
Reproduction in whole or part is not permitted without the prior consent of The Crown Estate.

              Foreshore managed by The Crown Estate
              is marked in purple.

Whilst every care is taken to be as accurate as
possible, these purple areas are indicatve onl y. �

Please note: a Crown Estate permit only applies to
those areas marked in purple.

www.thecrownestate.co.uk/marine
16 New Burlington Place
London  W1S 2HX
Tel:  020 7851 5080

NOTE: THE RIVER THAMES ONLY

In respect of the River Thames foreshore only, we jointly
administer a permit with the Port of London authority.
Due to the sensitve ar chaeol ogi cal  nat ur e of  the Thame s, �
foreshore searching is banned or subject to additonal �
restrictons  in a numb er  of  locaaons . ��

For a permit, please contact:

Port of London Authority
London River House
Royal Pier Road
Gravesend
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CITiZAN
Founded in 2015, CITiZAN is a project designed to study and document Britain’s 
archaeological coastal heritage before it disappears. CITiZAN trains volunteers 
in the procedure for collecting information and allows them to upload the data 
to their website. Currently they have recorded 6,500 miles of coast.

Fishing for Litter
A project that seeks to collaborate with the fishing industry to clean up the 
seas of litter and pollution resulting in cleaner shores. So far, the project 
encompasses 210 vessels across 15 harbours and over 1000 tones of litter 

has been removed from the sea. 

Art as a tool for understanding coastal change
In the last ten years the Crown Estate has commissioned a number of 
reports that analyse art pieces of the coast from different eras to understand 
how the coast has evolved and changed. This projects is designed to help 
understand geographical and societal changes over time.

During our research of the Crown Estate we explored their 
previous or on-going projects. We selected three that were of 
particular interest for either their public engagement, importance 
of project or novel and creative approach to solving an issue. The 
three projects were:

• Art as a tool for understanding coastal change
• CITiZAN
• Fishing for Litter

The Crown Estate - Projects of Interest
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At the very beginning of our design process we 
decided to visit a typical British seaside town to 
perform some empirical research. For this we 
travelled to Broadstairs in Kent, a well known area 
for beach goers. On arriving on a cold February 
morning we were met with a seemingly abandoned 
and desolate area which contrasted with the 
portrayed summer time town. The main cause of 
this barrenness,  besides the weather, is during the 
“off season” there is little to do at the coast/sea. 
This is where we began to ask questions around 
potential uses/projects that could be created to 
bring people back year round.

Broadstairs Observations
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An increasingly popular, area of renewable energy 
generation is the exploitation of the sea, wind 
and tidal forces. Whilst initially mined purely for 
oil and gas, the sea is increasingly being used for 
renewable energy, notably wind farms but also other 
technologies such as wave generators, tidal turbines 
and floating solar fields. We realised the importance, 
of energy generation, however, we aimed to enrich 
the consideration of energy generation at sea 
with the facets of personal or community level 
generation. We wanted to ask if it would be possible 
to decentralise the generation of energy.

In tandem with this, we looked at personal/
community desalination of sea water. Whilst large 
scale desalination is being established around 
the world, projects or designs around small scale 
variants focus on “developing” countries that may 
not have access to clean water. This led us to 
wonder if people could be encouraged to generate 
their own drinking water. This could help alleviate 
the pressure on current infrastructure, help during 
droughts and hose pipe bans and give people a 
more tangible relationship with the water they use, 
allowing them to consider the amount they use and 
what they use it for.

Energy and Water From the Sea
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In the early stages of the project we began to consider  
the idea of how people would be able to use the sea in 
order to produce food for personal use or to support a 
small/local business.

This led to further research which uncovered the 
legalities behind growing and harvesting food within 
the Crown Estate’s domain. At an individual level it 
is acceptable for people to glean from the coastal 
environment for personal use. However, to exploit 
on a more commercial basis there are processes and 
applications for harvesting certain products such as 
seaweed, and molluscs. In this case the Crown Estate 
wants ensure that sustainable practices are followed 
and will not harm or affect the environment or eco-
life around the coast.

One such sustainable practice was with the method 
of aquaponics and how one is able to grow vegetables 
on top of fish pools. This is a system of how plants 
and fish are grown together symbiotically. The waste 
product from the fish provides the food for the plants, 
and the plants in turn filter the water that goes back 
to the fish. This seemed a logical solution to follow up 
as a way for trying to reconnect people back with the 
sea by almost bringing the sea to them.

Food From the Sea
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In the later stages of the initial research we began 
to consider the psychological effects and benefits 
engaging with the sea could have on individuals. A 
well known field for treatment is thalassotherapy 
which is the use of sea water in cosmetic and health 
treatment. This is especially well known in areas 
such as the dead sea as the sea and mud have been 
claimed to be medicinal. On top of this, there is an 
old association in Victorian Britain of health and the 
seaside, so much so that it would be advertised as 
such. This is a interesting parallelism to the questions 
we began to ask around our project and could lead to a 
miniature renaissance of Victorian thinking. Finally, 
an area of health that could be intertwined with the 
sea, especially if people are growing their own food, is 
the documented health benefits of gardening. These 
benefits are both physical and psychological and 
when combined the with thalassotherapy could be 
beneficial for the and individuals. 

Healing From the Sea
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Building infrastructure on or near the sea presents a 
number of challenges, due to the strength, movement 
and temperamentality of the sea itself but also 
because of subtler effects, such as erosion and salt 
corrosion. As such we began to research the wide 
variety of existing projects surrounding this topic for 
inspiration and insight. We found a truly cornucopian 
selection of projects varying from floating schools to 
wind structures that walk along beaches. 

One sub area of this topic is speculative “floating 
cities”. As a group we decided to avoid exploring 
projects of this nature further, partly as we felt there 
already is a wealth of speculative material focused on floating 
cities. Equally, the concept  is dominated by a neo-liberal or 
dystopian discourse that prioritises floating cities that could 
‘disconnect’ from land and allow the privileged residents to float 
outside of or between national jurisdictions, in a sense Mayfairs 
at sea, freed even further from regulatory or tax oversight.

Infrastructure on/at the Sea
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After our initial visit to Broadstairs, we 
followed up with an early morning visit 
to London’s Billingsgate seafood market. 
A third visit was made to the Farm Shop 
in Hackney. The Farm Shop was created 
by design firm Something & Son as an 
exploration of urban farming and to 
reconnect Londoners to the source of 
their food. Farm Shop seeks to become 
a self-sustaining project using aqua and 
hydroponic methods. After two meetings 
with the manager, we began to think 
further about notions of the shore as a 
source of healing, and its connection to 
London, and to hold a workshop or series 
of workshops as a means to both better 
understand people’s relationship to the 
shore and sea, their visions of possible 
futures for Britain’s shore and sea, and 
to respond to our designs. 
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The Workbook
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After our initial research, visits and considerations we put together a small 
workbook to communicate our current thinking and obtain wide and critical 
feedback from our peers and lecturers. As we hadn’t selected a name for our work 
yet we called it “The Sea, The Shore, The Crown Estate”. Whilst allowing us to show 

the previous knowledge and insights we had collected, presenting the workbook 
gave us the opportunity to create pages that asked questions and displayed our 
thoughts moving forwards.

Workbook - A Chance to Reflect
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Partly based on our research around gardens and the Farm Shop in London, we 
focused on the shore and near sea in the future as possible sea allotments or 
gardens. This in turn related to the idea of stewardship as stated by the Crown Estate. 
“Stewardship is deeply engrained in our culture; because of our history and because 
of our heritage, we act at all times as good stewards of the properties we manage. 

We strive for the best standards of management: in our parkland and gardens; in 
our farmland and our forestry; in the marine environment; and in our buildings and 
streetscapes. So our commercial approach is supported by a clear recognition of our 
stewardship responsibilities.” 

Workbook - A Chance to Reflect
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What would the future sea allotment look like? Would it be a collective? Would users 
rent their allotments or piece of the sea from the Crown Estate? Would the future be 
privatised, with the shore and the sea owned? Furthermore, what is it to be a steward? 
If the Crown Estate are stewards, are those who use the Crown Estate’s property also 

stewards of that property and if so, what are their rights and responsibilities, if any? 
Most importantly, what do residents of the shore in Britain understand to be their 
future relationship to, and use of, the shore and near sea (including that which does 
not fall under the jurisdiction of the Crown Estate)?

Workbook - A Chance to Reflect
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We received some great feedback. Everyone liked the direction of the project 
and felt that we had established strong pillars of research around food, energy, 
infrastructure and healing. We were encouraged to begin making prototypes, try to 

organise a workshop and hone down our specific direction. It was following this that 
we decided to specifically focus on future uses of the sea and produce designs and 
pieces that began discussions and engagement around the sea and shore.

Workbook - A Chance to Reflect
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Our first core concept of future uses of the sea is the “sea 
allotment” which revolves around providing people or 
communities the ability to rent land or platforms in the sea that 
they can use to grow food, produce water and harvest energy. The 
sea allotments would also have the added benefits of providing 
healing through gardening and thalassotherapy and permit 
people to save space on land.

Our Future Uses - The Sea Allotment
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The second concept is in the same vein as the first but 
instead brings the sea to one’s back garden. This could 
allow people to grow different types of food that they 
wouldn’t normally use, but it also asks the question 
around considering elements that can be found in the 
sea, such as seaweed, as building materials. This would 
hopefully get people thinking differently about the sea 
and re-engage with it.

Our Future Uses - Sea Garden
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Development
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We intended to host a workshop during the process of the project. The workshop 
and ideas on how we could engage with the local communities was partly inspired 
by Hefin Jone’s Cosmic Colliery, who used performance based interventions and 
ethnographic research to engage with Welsh communities surrounding a colliery. 
We sought to use a sense of the possible/impossible, however our limited time 

prevented us from fully exploring the concepts in-depth in the workshop. 

We also spoke with design researcher Santini Basra, who one of us worked with in 
a previous workshop held in Scotland, and consulted on how to best engage with 
community members and structure the workshop. 

Hefin Jone - Cosmic Colliery
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A powerful design tool that helps the creation and communication of design futures is speculative 
design. This theory, solidified by the works of Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, is very useful in 
forming “talking points” which are design objects that have the purpose of creating discussions 
around potential futures whilst simultaneous representing the possible future itself. In the 
cases where the designs represent elements of a “preferable” future, it stands to reason that a 
designer/community/public would want this future to be realised. After all, notable research and 
consideration has gone into the design of this future. Therefore, it would be logical to consider 
and communicate the necessary stages required to achieve this future. Furthermore, there is a 
balance that needs to be struck with design of this nature. 

As designers enquiring into matters of public bodies, individuals and communities, it is important 
the we employ participatory design methods so that the people we are designing for can be 
involved and empowered by the process. However, speculative design runs the risk of becoming 
more of a design prescription instead of a design process as the research and results can be in-
depth and complex and the explanation of them to the other involved parties runs the risk of 
persuading them to one’s way of thinking. As such, our designs and talking points are in place 
to get people thinking about the future, but we also want to detail how we think these futures 
can be achieved and engage with the publics to help us better inform our decisions and stages. 

To communicate this concept we have taken a well recognised illustration, PPPP by Dunne and 
Raby, and expanded upon it by detailing potential stages in the “preferable” future they describe. 
These stages are:

• Conception
Where the idea of the future is conceived and designed with the help of the involved stakeholders. 
The result of this is a series of considered stages that aim towards a preferable future. 

• Introduction 
Where the initial stage is introduced, this could be in the shape of a product, new service, 
slight change in social thinking, etc.

• Adoption
As with other processes of design, such as product launches, the results and uptake are not 
instantaneous, as such time will be required for people to begin using these changes. After 
the adoption, the introduction of further stages can begin.

• Expand and Iterate
“The best laid schemes o’ Mice an’ Men, Gang aft agley”1. It can not be guaranteed that 
everything will happen according to plan. As such it is important the design process either 
allows the involved to make informed alterations to the futures or brings the designers back 
into the process to reconsider the changes. It is improtant to provide support instead of simply 
drive by designing, which leaves opportunities for misdirection.

• Achievement
This stage would ideally be where the designed future, or a considered derivative of it, 
is achieved.

1 The original Scots version of the well know phrase “the best laid plans of mice and men often go awry” originally coined by Robert 
Burns in 1785

Implemantion

Introduction

Conception

Adoption

Expand and Iterate

Achievement

Putting Speculation to Work - From Now Until Then
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We looked at a number of different designers 
to help us explore potential models, prototypes, 
designs and talking points that we could create 
around the topic of future uses of the sea. One of 
these designers was Carolin Pertsch a designer 
from Germany. Carolin uses a type of seaweed 
called “seagrass” to make the tops of stools. She 
began this after discovering that a huge amount 
of the seaweed is thrown away each year during 
the cleaning process of German shores. Her 
process is to collect and dry the seagrass, cut it 
to a coarse grind, fill it into a bucket, add a resin 
and pour it into a mould. Once set she attaches, 
the seat to the stool legs. We felt that was a novel, 
interesting and engaging way of rethinking the 
possible uses of seaweed.

Carolin Pertsch - Seaweed Stools
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David Benqué is a designer and researcher whose 
practice aims to creatively question the roles 
of science and technology in society. His work 
is quite speculative and he has a tendency to 
produce small models of structures or objects 
in order to aid his communication. The two 
example projects demonstrate the use of different 
materials in small, primarily 3D printed, models 
to convey ideas without the need to create large 
scale versions. Furthermore, this method provides 
a tactile, physical solution rather than simply 
displaying a rendered 3D model.

David Benqué - Fabulous Fabbers & The Ghost Estate Edition
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An interesting set of work that was 
suggested to us was “The Departement  
of Seaweed” by Julia Lohman. The 
collection included a large variety of 
interesting uses of seaweed varying from 
items of clothing, lamp shades to strips 
of seaweed with laser cut patterns scored 
into them. In contrast to Carolin’s work, 
the results utilise the raw form of the 
seaweed as much as possible. 

Julia Lohmann - The Department of Seaweed 
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We discussed as a group how we could prototype 
our ideas of the sea allotment and use of the shore 
and involve residents in modelling. Initial ideas 
involved a floating multi-layered infrastructure or 
platform that would reference the sea as a source 
of food, energy and health. That then led us to a 
floating garden at sea, something akin to a future 
based on the Aztec gardens of Xochimilco (“Place 
of the Flowers” in Náhautl) in Tenochtitlan (modern 
day Mexico City).

Floating Gardens - Xochimilco
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Prototyping
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We initially thought of a seaweed garden, shaped 
entirely from seaweed, a dense mass that we 
would sculpt at sea, ‘layering’ flowers and plants 
on top. However, we were faced with both a lack of 
seaweed, and the daunting prospect of spending 
hours in the water in March on the seashore to 
shape the seaweed garden.

We then thought of geometric shapes, floating 
planters, seaweed and plants mixing together in a 
sea garden. Tal had previously worked with creating 
polystyrene shapes that could be filled with air and 
we used these as planters that can be tied together 
and floated at sea.

Inflatable Garden Floats
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Also in line with ideas around floating gardens we designed a 
simple set of wooden cut outs with a series of holes in them. 
The larger holes were to hold flower pots and the smaller holes 
were to permit twine to be tied between them when they are set 
out to float. The plywood was cut out on a CNC machine from 
drawings produced on Illustrator. The result was a pleasant 
and minimal aesthetic. 

Floating Gardens Platforms
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A core part of the talking points we wanted to create were 
a set of models that speculated future uses of the sea in 
a distant future. To do this we produced a number of CAD 
models, either based on our original sketches or new ideas 
we discussed, and had them 3D printed. The main 3D printing 
technology was the Makerbot however some of the finer 
detailed components were produced on a Formlabs resin 
based printer. Other materials included metals bars, laser 
cut acrylic and wooden dowels. The overall purpose was to 
present these models in a mini makeshift beach to tie in the 
imagery of the sea.

Speculative Models
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The first set of models were based on our initial sketches. They are designed to 
be personal tidal platforms that would sit in the foreshore (the section of shore 
between the high tide and low tide marks). These platforms would be rented out via 
the Crown Estate to individuals or small businesses and would allow the generation 

of energy via wind turbines and growing food with the adjustable trays that could 
contain ropes for mussels or seaweed. This concept represents an early stage in the 
process of getting people to engage with the sea as it is on a personal level and does 
not require the collaboration of larger communities.

Support struts Growing TrayWind Turbine Variable Heights Platform

Speculative Models - Details
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The second set of models are a larger scale, modular design that feature a variety 
of applications. The core idea is that a standardised outer structure is created that 
would enable different conforming inner pieces to be slotted in. This would allow for 
future proofing as new uses for the structure are conceived. Currently the designs 

feature a growing area of segmented plots for soil based growth, wind turbines and 
solar panels, for energy generation, and pools for fishing or crab/lobster pots (which 
are essentially empty outer frames). This design represent a potential final stage 
implementation that could be part of the achievement stage.

Growing Area Solar PanelsOuter Structure Wind Turbine

Speculative Models - Details
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Taking inspiration from the seaweed stools, we 
created two different moulds that were designed 
to produce seaweed based objects. The first mould 
was intended to create a similar shape to the 
floating garden disks that we made out of wood and 
features two simple sections made from plywood. 
Following some discussions, we came up with the 
idea of making a slightly more complex mould that 
would produce a flower pot. This, we felt, had an 
interesting duel symbolism of the creative use of 
seaweed and fabricating an object that could be 
used in a garden, from the sea. The second mould 
consisted of a hexagonal outer and inner pots 
made from MDF. The inner pot is slightly smaller 
and shorter so that when placed inside with the 
seaweed it would provide a thickness.

Seaweed Moulds
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Once we had collected some seaweed, we needed 
to process for it to be able to be placed in the mould. 
For this we had to clean it to remove any sand, 
dry it out (initially in an oven then overnight on 
a clothes rack) and then place it in the mould. We 
decided that we would only produce a pot due to 
the amount of seaweed and the time constraints. 
We also collected and added some shells for some 
colour and texture variance. Once the seaweed was 
tightly packed into the mould we poured a resin 
into the mould to solidify the pot. 

Seaweed Pot
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Thirteen hours later the pot was ready for extraction. 
Unfortunately, in spite of covering the mould with 
tape the inner mould would not come out. As 
such,we had to delicately extract the pot from the 
mould. To begin with we dismantled the outer pot 
which was relatively easy to do. The inner mould 
on the other hand proved more problematic, We had 
to slowly loosen the inner panels from the pot but 
we couldn’t get them off the base. This eventually 
ended in us chiselling the base at the point where 
the panels had been nailed to it so as to final extract 
it all. In hindsight, we should have perhaps placed 
some form of demoulding agent in the mould and 
perhaps a handle to permit a smoother extraction. 

Seaweed Pot
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We were particularly interested in how seaweed could be used as a 
material or resource for making paper. First, seaweed was collected in 
Margate. The seaweed was then washed and shells and sand removed. 
It was then cooked using soda ash, a caustic material which, when used 
with plant material, separates the cellulose and non-cellulose matter. The 
“stewing” lasted for at least two hours. After that, the fiber was rinsed with 
fresh water. This was to remove the soda ash residue and non-cellulose 
matter from the material. Next, the seaweed fiber was put into a blender 
with water to create the right seaweed pulp. The pulp was poured onto 
a towel directly (in a normal paper making process this would involve 
being poured onto a mold or deckle). The last step was to allow to dry. 

We found that more than the actual seaweed paper, the seaweed slurry 
is what we were most interested in. We would like to continue exploring 
how seaweed could be used, by combining it with other materials for 
instance. 

Seaweed Paper
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The Workshop
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As a group we wanted to take our models to the shore 
and involve local people in both prototyping them 
and using them as tools for a discussion around the 
current use of the shore/sea and possible futures, as 
well as around the idea of stewardship.  

We contacted Haeckels, a shop in Margate that 
specialises in using locally sourced material, 
particularly seaweed, for their skin care and other 
products. We visited the shop and the owner, who 
agreed that he would both host the workshop and 
also gather together a group of residents for a 
workshop, with the idea that they would be a cross-
section of Margate, including longer term residents. 

Location and Collaboration
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The workshop should have an identity 
that reflects Margate and its history. 
We created prototypes that would, we 
hoped, not only be thought provoking, 
but also involve some element of fun 
and reflect Margate’s heritage as a 
seaside holiday town. We designed 
posters and tote bags that would reflect 
that history. The inspiration for the 
poster is a combination of a jellyfish 
picture, which is a new discovered 
alien-like jellyfish and the Margate 
Dreamland (an amusement park) , 
hence the use of yellow. The idea was 
to be light and incorporate elements 
that reflect Margate’s heritage as a 
British seaside resort.  We wanted 
to show something of the sea and 
also use colours that reminded us of 
Margate, and Dreamland. 

For the tote bags, we tested a lot of 
methods for printing the poster on 
them. Finally we chose the method of 
combining screen printing with heat 
press vinyl which produced a high 
quality effect.

Perhaps if there was a future workshop 
we would take this further and design 
a booth or seaside hut that could 
interact in some way with beachgoers 
or people going to Dreamland. The 
idea would be to take a  bit of the high 
drama out of the topic (climate change, 
for instance) and introduce an element 
of play, without dumbing down or 
treating the topic in an off-hand or 
cavalier way.

Identity
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The workshop was structured so that we would walk with the 
participants to a manmade sea pool (an enclosed concrete pool with 
sea water) on the shore near Haeckels to launch our prototypes. This 
would potentially involve a couple of us getting into the water to float 
the garden. 

Following the floating of the models, we would return to Haeckels for 
seaweed tea and pastries and further discuss the prototypes (having 
begun that discussion at the beach and on the walk back), asking 
residents to imagine the British shore of the future – what could it 
look like in 20, 50 and 100 years from now? Who would the shore 
and near sea be used by, and who would it belong to? We would ask 
for their input around possible future uses of the sea, as a source of 
energy, food, housing, health and recreation. We intended to keep the 
workshop fairly unstructured as we hoped that the models and their 
floating of them would instigate a more-free flowing conversation, to 
be documented by the group. 

The day before, two of us travelled to 
Margate to prepare for the workshop 
the following day. The morning of 
the workshop the owner of Haeckels 
texted to let  us know he thought 
there would be a high turn-out. We 
bought the supplies needed, biscuits 
and pastries for attendees and had 
seaweed tea from the shop to offer. 
We gathered seaweed along the shore 
for the garden wood floats and set out 
the prototypes in preparation for when 
participants arrived. We also prepared 
the shop itself for the discussion. An 
initial challenge identified was that 
Haeckels is a small shop, and fairly 
precious. There was little in the way of 
wall space, and a large amount of glass 
jars and bottles in the shop. We worked 
around this, setting out the small-scale 
model and hanging up paper for both 
ideas and sketches to be generated in 
the workshop. 

We constantly discussed materials and 
with different ideas of what the garden 
could be. The garden we envisioned 
could be a platform with a garden on 
top, and a mollusc garden below. 

On The Day
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How that could be represented changed throughout the project. It 
could have been an amorphous or sculpted seaweed garden, with 
plants sustained by the floating seaweed. It could be an interlocked 
series of inflatable floats, with the plants or flowers in the middle, or 
floating wooden bases for flower pots. 

The polyethylene floats would not properly inflate and we ended up 
having to abandon that idea. The floating wooden platforms would not 
stay up if the pots were filled with seaweed and plants and we did not 
want to buy living plants that would then be discarded after we used 
them in the sea. In addition, the holes cut in the wooden platforms 
ended up being slightly smaller than planned and the pots stood up 
in them more than we would have liked (rather than being mostly 
submerged below the surface). Having brightly coloured fake flowers 
also changed the aesthetic, but perhaps not in a bad way – the garden 
took on more of a carnival or ceremonial appearance and more of the 
aspect of the ancient gardens of Xochimilco. 

The workshop was scheduled for 2pm and by 2:15pm only one person 
had shown up. He then told us that the owner of Haeckels had only 
advertised for the workshop the previous day on his social media 
account. Whilst one group was on the shore with the models, the 
other group walked with the one attendee, a 30+ year Margate resident 
and engineer with the NHS, to the beach. We launched the wooden 
prototypes in the water and ended up having a good conversation 
with Phil, our one participant, and the Haeckels photographer, who 
also grew up locally, around the history of Margate and Cliftonville 
(where Heackels is located) including the decline of the town in the 
1980’s and 1990’s, the challenges that had arisen with the arrival a 
large number of asylum seekers, and the conversion of the seaside 
hotels into bedsits. 

We discussed how the town was changing again due to the arrival 
of businesses like Haeckels, and a large number of Londoners. In the 
end, our conversation shifted from what was originally intended, 
possible futures for the British seashore and ideas of stewardship, to 
one much more centred on the recent past, present and near future of 
Margate. That conversation shift was significant – the past, present 
and future of Margate were all around us, within blocks of Haeckels, 
and as interesting as speculation concerning a fairly distant future. 

On The Day
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What would we do different? We spent so much time on the 
research around what we intended to ‘design’ that we were 
rushed in the actual making/doing itself. We all felt that we 
wanted more time to prepare the prototypes and the workshop. 
We made the mistake of entrusting advertising the workshop 
to Haeckels. Not only did we not control when it was advertised 
but we also had no control over who it was advertised to. A 
shop that sells £50 pots of facial cream made from seaweed is 
perhaps not the best venue to host a cross-section of the local 
population. Whilst we were concerned with possible futures, 
the conversation with the one resident and the photographer 
centred on the present problems that Margate faces, including 
endemic poverty and unemployment in Cliftonville, poor 
housing stock, and gentrification. 

We all agreed that we would like time to think about the next 
steps and whether we revisit the workshop, holding it in a 
different venue in Margate, such as a purpose built structure 
on the boardwalk, or at a youth club or other location. We would 
also hold it on a weekend rather than 2pm on a Tuesday. In 
addition, by holding the workshop at Haeckels and only having 
one person show up, it led us to question our own role and 
purpose in the exercise. Are we interested in the use of design 
to envision possible futures of the British seaside, such as for 
food, energy, health, and even housing, or are we interested in 
working alongside local residents in better understanding how 
they see the future of Margate? 
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Conclusion
12 miles out to sea, a colossal area for design, engagement and research. 
This report demonstrates how much material around the question of 
future uses of the sea can be created in a short space of time. However, 
there is room for further exploration, for instance with regard to the 
materials and in the case of the sea garden, how they would react with sea 
water. The project aimed to engage concerned publics and stakeholders 
in order to better inform its direction but also to potentially collaborate 
with individuals under the umbrella of participatory design. Yet, with the 
best of intentions, our engagement strategy needed reconsideration. The 
speculative work was meant to help visualise possible futures, and led 
us to question, whose futures? Whilst this body of work has the thematic 
undertones of the Crown Estate and could be imagined as part of a project 
run by them, we have yet to engage with them directly. One difficulty with 
this project was determining when to directly involve the public body 
in question. Although it wasn’t a direct demand of the overall brief, it 
would be worthwhile to consider how the design work needs to be altered, 
compiled and presented to the Crown Estate for feedback and potentially 
further iterations. 

Future Uses of the Sea?


